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The purposes of the current study were to develop the corpus-based lessons in reading English newspaper course

and to determine the effectiveness of the corpus-based vocabulary exercises. The samplings of the study were

forty-three-third year students majoring English, the Faculty of Sciences and Liberal Arts, Rajamangala University

of Technology Isan. To instruct the selected 50 vocabulary words, the corpus-based vocabulary exercises were

constructed on a theoretical framework developing from the Constructivism Theory, Second Language Acquisition

Theory, and Vocabulary Learning and Teaching Theories that were used for a period of 10 weeks. The research

instruments of the current studywere the pre-test, the post-test, and the questionnaire. The quantitative datawere

analyzed through the paired sample t-test and the qualitative data were analyzed by using the software package.

The indings reveal that using corpus-based lessons were effective and could help EFL students to improve their

vocabulary knowledge, perceive the words, comprehend the meaning of the words, and also employ the words

properly in the news contexts. On the basis of these indings, future recommendations for scholars are discussed.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by TAF Publishing.

INTRODUCTION

As the expansion of globalization, English has becomemore

andmore important alongside the world today. In addition,

it is known as the most powerful lanaguage for the inter-

national relations with over a quarter of the world. It is

also understood or spoken by over 1 billion people and ap-

proximately 400 million native speakers speaking the En-

glish language. As developing country, Thailand has par-

ticipated in international business and commerce thus the

prerequisite of using English for communication with other

countries is very important. It has been provided as an in-

ternational lanaguage in order to use not only as a way of

transferring thoughts and ideas but also use as a channel for

forging cultural ties, and diplomatic relations, economy, and

education (Chaimongkol, 2000). For these reasons, it is con-

sidered as the fundamental prerequisite for people whose

their irst language is not English and incorporated into the

educational system in various countries all over the world.

Thailand also gives importance to English education, and

the government has provided English instruction from pri-

mary school to university. The objective of language learn-

ing forThais is to be able to use it for communication in their

everyday lives and their study at higher level.

In the world today, reading is one of the most accepted and

substantial ways of learning other languages that also helps

students to develop their knowledge. Due to the increasing

use of English in international contexts, students’ percep-

tion of reading is an essential feature and the competence

of reading inEnglish has becomeneeded for themespecially

in EFL contexts where English is used as a foreign language,

hence reading has been highlighted as the important skill

(Abdul Amir, 2015; Robb & Susser, 1989). In the same way,

it is unavoidable to follow the changing world so it can be

noted that it is necessary for students to spend a lot of time

in reading various sorts of written texts that serve prati-

cal information (Clark, 1988; Hilao, 2016). One primary

kind of reading material is newspaper that is regarded as

one of the most accepted sources of knowledge, forward-
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ing news, entertainment and ideas for the readers. More-

over, newspaper conveys news and information to a con-

siderable number of readers in very short time because of

its functions which speaks to their readers in their readers’

language (Junnak & Veerachaisantikul, 2016; Photi, 1997).

Thus, people could apply them as a basic source for for-

warding various sorts of skills and knowledge. Kyongho and

Nation (1989) suggested that newspaper is much used in

reading courses for promoting reading skills and expanding

lexical knowledge. There are three reasons for using news-

paper in classroom. The irst reason is that newspaper is

easy and cheap to access both in hard copy and online ver-

sion. It is also an authentic lessons that is generally read

by the native speakers and it also serves large alternatives

for interesting topics that learners or teachers could select

reading texts. In addition, it is not only a goodway of brush-

ing up old vocabulary but also a great way of learning new

vocabulary from context as well.

Although reading is emphasized in EFL courses for Thai

learners, they still have a trouble with vocabulary which

is essential to help them understand their texts. Since,

many researche in Thailand found that the dificulty in

lanaguage learning of Thai students is the lack of vocab-

ulary knowledge (Boonkongsaen & Intaraprasert, 2014;

Chansin, 2007; Duadsuntia, 2008; Taher, Shrestha, Rahman,

& Khalid, 2016).

As suggested by Read (2000) that vocabulary is a word or

a group of word combination to make a language that pro-

vides a grammatical and lexical function in both spoken and

written texts. Additionally, it is fundamental to lanaguage

and extremely important to lanaguage learners as knowing

vocabulary is a key to comprehension and a large vocab-

ulary can assist learners in learning a language since the

more vocabulary students know, thebetter theyunderstand

what they read (Meara, 1996; I. S. Nation, 2001). The out-

standing role of vocabulary in language learning has been

continuously perceived and there is doubtless that vocab-

ulary acquisition is the most signiicant needs of any lan-

guage learners. Consequently, it can be said that vocabulary

is very meaningful to help EFL learners to comprehend the

language (S. D. Krashen & Terrell, 1983; S. Krashen, 1989;

Leki & Carson, 1994; Unnanantn, 2017). One of themost ef-

fective way to be able to read is knowing the high frequency

words as they could help students better understand with-

out hesitation what is being read.

High frequency words are a core of learner’s thought in

learning vocabulary as recommendedbyP.Nation andNew-

ton (1997). Students could master these words by percep-

tion and accompany them to their vocabulary. Similarly, the

competence of understanding words by achieving from en-

countering them in particular contexts is still fruitful as it

could be valuable for learners to accomplish their under-

standing as well as they could discover new words when

they learn with new lessons. Thus, deciding which words

should be taught and learners have been controversy in one

of the recent trends is to accept that is called corpus linguis-

tics.

Corpus linguistics is used in the language classroom since

the 1980s through concordance lines, which are all the in-

stances of aword or node in a corpus. Further, it is compiled

for different objective such as English teaching lessons in

grammars, books, or dictionaries which display how a lan-

guage is really used (Boonyarattanasoontorn, 2017; Scott,

2012). As suggested by many researchers that this ap-

proach is applied as the fundamental part in vocabulary

development and lessons developed by using corpora are

accepted to be more authentic and enabled researchers to

determine with a high degree of particularity that appear-

ing words and phrases a language learner would take ad-

vantage most from studying and (Biber, Conrad, & Reppen,

1994; McCarthy & Carter, 1997; Simpson & Mendis, 2003).

In this way, selecting the vocabularies that are most fre-

quent and useful to guarantee the contexts in which words

are used as authentic ones, based on the contexts that ap-

pear in corpora and most related to their EFL lives, is un-

deniably necessary. Consequently, the main reason for un-

dertaking the current study is to simplify the reading En-

glish newspaper comprehension by building up familiar-

ity with English newspaper key words and develop EFL

corpus-based lessons for reading English newspaper.

Objectives of the Study

The purposes of the current study are as follows:

1. To develop the reading English newspaper corpus-based

materials for EFL students.

2. To determine the effectiveness of the reading English

newspaper corpus-based materials.

METHODOLOGY

The Samplings

Forty-three students majoring English who enrolled in the

Reading English Newspaper course in their third year were

selected by the purposive sampling method.

The Source of Data for the Corpus

The source of data for the English Newspaper Corpus (ENC)

analysis is the online news articles from the general, busi-

ness, and sports section of the Nation Newspaper during

the period of one month from April 1st to April 30 th, 2018
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(Veerachaisanitkul, 2017). The total numbers of news arti-

cles were 422 iles and the total number of tokens or run-

ning word were 198,742 words. As mentioned earlier, the

current study aimed to investigate high frequency words

and key words in order to use as data of developing the

course lessons thus English news articles in an online ver-

sion during the period of one month were chosen as a sig-

niicant input for this study. The information of the current

corpus is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. General statistic of each ile

General Sports Business Total

No. of articles 150 151 121 422

No. of tokens 86,992 69,004 42,746 198,742

Word types 8,529 6,837 5,479 20,845

According to Table 1, the token running words of each ile

were 86,992 for general, 69,004 for sports, and 42,746 for

business. The general ile had the highest number of to-

ken words while the business ile had the smallest number

of tokens. As for word types, the general ile also had the

highest number of the differentword types (8,529)whereas

the business ile had the smallest number of different word

types.

Procedures of Corpus Construction

The research procedures of this study consisted of eight

steps in order to proile the ENC. The method of data analy-

sis can be illustrated in Figure 1 which are relevant to how

datawere investigated and how to create a selection of texts

in order to achieve the top 50 most frequently occurring

word list.

Step 1: The news articles in HTML (online)

To achieve the data, the news articles in the general, busi-

ness, and sports section of the online version were applied

as signiicant data for this study. The news articleswere col-

lected for a period of one month from April 1st to April 30

th, 2018.

FIGURE 1. Procedures of corpus construction

Step 2: Inserting text into microsoft word

Thereafter gaining the data inHTML format, the online texts

from the general, business, and sports news articles were

inserted into “plain text" (*.txt) and the total of news arti-

cles were 422 iles.

Step 3: Checking the errors and spelling

The checking of the errors and spellings of the words anal-

ysis were checked before adopting texts into the analyzing

program by this step.

Step 4: Converting news articles into plain text (*.txt)

After checking of the errors and spellings in word docu-

ments (*doc) then we saved all news articles as plain texts

in order to make the analyzing program better.

Step 5: WordSmith tools version 6

All news articles were inserted into the “WordSmith Tools

Version 6” (Scott, 2012) for analyzing the most frequent

words in the ENC.
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Step 6: Getting high frequency words

After inserting all news articles into the “WordSmith Tools

Version 6”, the programwas given the high frequencywords

in the text iles.

Step 7: Classifying the key words in newspaper

After getting the most frequently words of the ENC, the

frequency words list was eyed by applying the Oxford Ad-

vanced Learner’s Dictionary manually to classify the key

words. Later, the top 50 most frequently occurring key

words were achieved. Moreover, these words occurring in

the ENC at least 50 times.

Procedures of Making Lessons

The reading English newspaper lessons consisted of six ac-

tivities. These activities composedof 50words tobe studied

andeach lesson comprised10words,whichwerepresented

in six vocabulary activities. The six vocabulary activities in-

cluded.

FIGURE 2. Procedures of making lessons

Words learning

This activitywas designed to help the students to realize the

10 target words and introduced the target words to sam-

plings that to be learned in each activity. The 10 words

is a proper number of words per lesson as mentioned by

Wallace (1984). Thus, the targetwords in each lessonswere

ordered alphabetically in order to improve the awareness of

the meaning of words.

Try it out

It is an activity that aimed to checkwhichof the targetwords

they know and do not know. After learning words, the stu-

dents need to check out their vocabulary knowledge irst

for getting the picture of their learning improvement (Read,

2000).

Noticing words

This activity was created to remark the target words that

students should pay attention to the unknownwords. Itwas

planned to emphasize learners to the target words (I. S. Na-

tion, 2001).

Retrieval practice

It is an activitywhich students can guess themeaning of tar-

get words from contexts. In this practice, students might

perceive words and comprehend their meanings toward

texts throughout the exercise, or the teacher’s explanation

or dictionary using. This way can help students to memory

the words better when they recall those words during the

task.

Practicing

This activity focusedonpracticing studentswith vocabulary

bymatching, gap illing, andword association. It is required

students to remember the target words and at least of their

meanings or requiring just partial knowledge of students.

Vocabulary test

It is designed to rate the development of students in their

vocabulary learning after accomplishing each lesson. As

I. S. Nation (2001) stated that students should know their

learning development in order to get an evaluation after

learning.

Research Instruments

The pre-test and post-test

The pre-test and post-test were used as tone of important

research instruments in the current study. The pre-test

was designed to set up the guideline to the samplings and

the post-test was purposed to examine whether the stu-

dents have accomplished their improvement or not after

they have learnt the target words through the lessons. The

pre-test and post-test were divided into two parts that are

multiple choices and translation test.

The irst part contained 30 multiple-choice questions with

four alternatives. When they make multiple answers, they
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will receive one point for every correct answer and receive

zeropoint for everywronganswer. The secondpart is trans-

lation part comprised of 30 items to evaluate the students’

understanding of perceiving the target words and compre-

hend their meanings. The translation test was designed by

incidentally choosing 30 out of 50 target words that stu-

dents have learnt in the lessons. In this part, students have

to translate the meanings of target words from English to

Thai with the answer keys which was based on the dictio-

naries.

The checklist questionnaires

The current study was used two questionnaires in order to

get the valid results. The irst questionnaire aimed to ex-

plore the point of views of students in order to ind out

the effectiveness of the reading English newspaper corpus-

basedmaterials. This questionnaire inquired about the stu-

dents’ opinions on the lessons.

For the second questionnaire, it was designed to know the

opinions of the students on their vocabulary improvement

after learning the target words through the reading English

newspaper corpus-basedmaterials. Both of questionnaires

consisted of two main parts: general information and opin-

ion on their vocabulary learning improvement after learn-

ing the through reading English newspaper corpus-based

materials. In order to evaluate the results, the Likert’s scale

was used in the current study. The Likert’s scale has ive

classiications and comprises of a description and the ex-

planatory description and a sequence answer were ive-

point rating scales used for asking the students’ opinion are

as follows:

5 = Strongly Agree

4 = Agree

3 = Neutral

2 = Disagree

1 = Strongly Disagree

RESULTS

The purposes of the current study were to develop the

reading English newspaper corpus-based materials and to

determine the effectiveness of the corpus-based lessons

whether it improved the EFL students’ vocabulary knowl-

edge. The pre-test and post-test were used as the research

instruments to obtain the indings of research purposes.

The quantitative data were analyzed through the paired

sample t-test.

TABLE 2. Pre test and post test scores

No. of Students Pre- Test Post- Test No. of Students Pre- Test Post- Test

1st student 25 40 23rd student 36 56

2nd student 22 45 24 th student 31 42

3rd student 30 42 25 th student 33 53

4th student 18 35 26 th student 22 38

5th student 20 40 27 th student 28 45

6th student 32 50 28 th student 25 42

7th student 31 53 29 th student 27 50

8th student 27 43 30 th student 35 55

9th student 22 48 31st student 37 56

10th student 18 36 32nd student 33 56

11 th student 26 45 33rd student 41 55

12 th student 30 45 34 th student 25 39

13 th student 28 39 35 th student 33 48

14 th student 29 45 36 th student 26 49

15 th student 17 32 37 th student 17 33

16 th student 24 42 38 th student 29 49

17 th student 35 53 39 th student 45 56

18 th student 28 49 40 th student 27 50

19 th student 38 55 41st student 29 52

20 th student 40 56 42nd student 36 54

21st student 26 48 43rd student 30 53

22nd student 23 40

µ 28.69 46.79

σ 6.56 6.95
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Table 2 showed themean score (µ) of the pre-testwas 28.69

and the standard deviation (σ) was 6.56. It can be seen that

in the post-test the mean score of all students was higher

after learning through the lessons. The mean score (µ) of

the post-test was 46.79 and the standard deviation (σ) was

6.95. Furthermore, the results of the pre-test revealed that

therewere 20 studentswho had the score belowmean level

which accounted for 46.51 percent. There were also 19 stu-

dents who received the above level of mean score value that

accounted for 41.3 percent. Besides, the results of post-test

exhibited that therewere 20 studentswho had the score be-

low mean level. However, it can be seen that students have

made good progress in their vocabulary learning through

the lessons when looking at the pre-test score.

TABLE 3. The maximum and minimum

score of the pre-test and

post-test

Test Minimum Maximum

Pre-test 17 45

Post-test 32 56

Table 3 displayed the minimum scores of the pre-test was

17 while the minimum score of the post-test was 32. For

the maximum score of the pre-test 45 whereas the maxi-

mum score of the post-test was 56. This can be supposed

that after learning through the lessons, students havemade

progress in vocabulary learning.

TABLE 4. Students’ opinion on the reading English newspaper corpus-based

lessofvns

Items X S.D. Level

1. The lessons is easy to employ and understand. 4.48 0.55 High

2. The lessons has a variety of learning activities. 4.22 0.45 High

3. The content is interesting. 4.44 0.65 High

4. The content its your needs. 4.40 0.89 High

5. The content is suitable for your level of

knowedge.

4.04 0.56 High

6. The presentation of content well-organized. 4.01 0.87 High

7. The content is explained clearly. 4.05 0.48 High

8. The direction of the lessons are clear. 4.38 0.58 High

9. The time to do each exercise is suitable. 4.14 0.66 High

10. The language used in each exercise is clear, the

students can comprehend and do the activity cor-

rectly.

4.39 0.67 High

11. Thedificulty level of the exercise is suitable for

practicing.

4.41 0.89 High

12. The number of exercises is suitable for practic-

ing.

4.45 0.54 High

13. The number of 10 target words words in each

exercise is suficient.

4.48 0.59 High

14. All excercises are enough to make students

comprehend the meaning of the words precisely.

4.29 0.41 High

15. The types of excercises used in the lessons are

various styles and interesting.

4.11 0.66 High

4.29 0.95 High

As shown in Table 4, student’s opinion on the reading En-

glish newspaper corpus-based lessons was satisied at high

level with the mean score of 4.29. According to the re-

sults, it can be seen that the students felt the content of

the lessons are interesting, it their needs, and suitablewith

their knowledge with the mean score (X ) = 4.44, 4.40, and

4.04 respectively.
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TABLE 5. Students’ opinion after using the lessons

Items X S.D. Level

1. The lessons support me to improve my vocabulary knowledge. 4.39 0.59 High

2. The lessons develop my skill of guessing word meaning from context clues. 4.33 0.57 High

3. The lessons encourage me to remember the target words. 4.29 0.48 High

4. The lessons provide me to comprehend the meaning of the target words. 4.39 0.52 High

5. The lessons make me ready to use the target words in contexts. 4.21 0.85 High

6. The lessons provide me to learn the words appearing in our everyday life. 4.06 0.78 High

7. The lessons help me to be able to employ the target words accurately. 4.28 0.56 High

8. The exercises contained in the lessons help me to develop my vocabulary knowledge. 4.24 0.63 High

9. The matching, gap illing, and word association exercises help me to improve vocabulary knowledge. 4.47 0.60 High

10. The matching, gap illing, and word association exercises help me to understand the meanings of words. 4.45 0.59 High

11. The matching, gap illing, and word association exercises make me ready to use the target words in contexts. 4.33 0.88 High

12. The matching, gap illing, and word association exercises support me to develop my vocabulary knowledge for reading. 4.48 0.95 High

13. The lessons motivate me to realize the needs of learning the target words to improve my vocabulary knowledge. 4.45 0.84 High

14. The lessons help me to upgrade my vocabulary knowledge by myself. 4.36 0.72 High

15. After learning through the lessons, I can recognize the target words better. 4.28 0.54 High

4.33 0.85 High

Table 5 displayed student’s opinion after using the lessons

that they felt it is a usefulmaterial as their opionionwith the

mean score of 4.33 at high level. It can be said that students

accepted the vocabulary exercises contained in the lessons

help them to improve their vocabulary knowledge. Futher,

the students revealed that the lessons motivated them to

learn and provide a conidence to develop their vocabulary

knowledge.

CONCLUSION

The current study was carried out with the following pur-

poses: 1) to develop the reading English newspaper corpus-

based lessons for EFL students and 2) to determine the ef-

fectiveness of the reading English newspaper corpus-based

lessons. The two purposes were posed and the answers to

these purposes are given as follows.

Research Purpose 1: To Develop the Reading English

Newspaper Corpus-Based Materials for EFL Students

To accomplish this purpose, we gathered 422 news articles

from online version of the Nation Newspaper which is one

of the popular newspaper inThailand fromApril 1st toApril

30 th, 2018. We collected the online news articles from

the general, business, and sports section then saved them

into “Microsoft Word”. Before the “WordSmith Tools Ver-

sion 6” was used to classify the most frequent words and

key words of ENC, all iles were converted into the plain

text (*.txt) in order to make the analyzing program effec-

tively. The concordance software “WordSmithTools Version

6” was applied. This concordance software was used to see

how words behave in texts. It was used in order to make

the word frequency lists of news articles iles by using the

Wordlists Tool that offered both alphabetical and frequency

order of the words in the texts iles. The total corpus was

198,742 tokens or running words and the number of word

types was 20,845. From the analysis of the study, the top 50

most frequently occurring words of the ENC was obtained.

Thereafter, the reading English newspaper lessons that con-

sisted of six activities, were constructed. These activities

composed of 50words to bemastered and each lesson com-

prised 10words. The six activitieswereWord Learning, Try

It Out, Noticing Words, Retrieval Practice, Practicing, and

Vocabulary Test. These lessons of the reading English news-

paper corpus-based lessons were used by the 43 students

for a period of 10 weeks.

Research Purpose 2: To Determine the Effectiveness of

the Reading English Newspaper Corpus-Based Materi-

als

In order to determine the effectiveness of the English read-

ing lessons, the pre-test and post-test were carried out. The

pre-test and post-test were divided into two parts that are

multiple choices and translation test. The multiple choices

part contained 30 multiple-choice questions with four al-

ternatives. When they make multiple answers, they will re-

ceive one point for every correct answer and receive zero

point for every wrong answer. The second part is teh trans-

lation part comprised of 30 items which were designed by

incidentally choosing 30 out of 50 target words that stu-

dents have learnt in the lessons.

The results revealed that the post-test mean score (µ) was

increasedwhich conirmed that the constructed lessons did

support the 43 students to develop their vocabulary knowl-

edge. The results also displayed that students can perceive

the words, comprehend the meaning, and apply the words

properly with the contexts. This can be concluded that the

vocabulary exercises that designed for the lessons could

help the students to enhance their vocabulary knowledge
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and help them to recognize themeaning of the targetwords.

Additionally, it can be assumed that students could learn

new words approximately 5 to 10 words each time and the

number of times that words appear around 7 to 10 times

could help them to recognize the words well.

Moreover, the students’ opinion revealed that they satis-

ied the reading English newspaper corpus-based lessons

at high level and after learning through the lessons they felt

that it is a useful material helps them improve their vocab-

ulary knowledge at the high level.

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As summarized earlier, there are some recommendation for

the further research related to this, described as follows:

a) The further study could be more accurate with collecting

a much larger corpus. In addition, other resources of news

corpora should be covered to see the broad intensity of lin-

guistic features of news articles. In the current study, the

online newspapers were used as an important input for the

corpus, hence in order to examine the various linguistics

in reading, other authentic texts such as textbooks, maga-

zines, articles and journals should be regard as an input for

the corpus study.

b) In the current study, the reading English newspaper

corpus-based materials were designed for English major

students at Rajamangala University of Technology Isan thus

the further study could be used on a great scale of learners

both English major and other ields of study who need to

increase and develop their vocabulary knowledge in other

univiersities or institutions in Thailand.

c) The current study was restricted to 43 EFL students who

are at the intermediate level at a university then it could be

duplicated with more students in order to make a determi-

nation whether the results drawn from the current study

are related.

d) The reading English newspaper corpus-based materials

of this study investigated with only proiciency level (inter-

mediate) thus the further study could be studied the effec-

tiveness of corpus-based vocabulary activities on students

with lower or higher proiciency levels such as elementary,

pre-intermediate or higher that could be useful to get more

understanding about the effectiveness of these materials.

e) In this study, the corpus-based materials used only con-

tent words in order to develop the lessons; therefore the

further study should be studied both function words and

content words.
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